NEW GOVERNMENT IDENTIFICATION – FRONT

Multiple secure printed patterns throughout the document

LASER ENGRAVING
Provides maximum protection against photo manipulation

POLYCARBONATE CARD BODY
More durable, secure, and tamper-resistant

TACTILE TEXT
Laser engraving on the card is raised in several areas making it difficult to tamper or modify

LASER ENGRAVING OF PERSONAL DATA
Provides maximum protection against personal data manipulation and forgery

POSITIVE EMBOSSPING
Raised clear polycarbonate material in the shape of the Atlantic Provinces

LASER ENGRAVING
Provides maximum protection against data manipulation and forgery
NEW GOVERNMENT IDENTIFICATION – BACK

INVENTORY CONTROL NUMBER
A unique number and accompanying barcode to verify the card was issued to you

IDENTITY BARCODE
Machine readable information that matches the visible data found on the front of the card

RAINBOW PRINTING
Printing feature that allows a color to change to another before transitioning back to the original color

MAPLE LEAF
that uses Optically Variable Ink similar to those used in currency

SPECIMEN
5-Single vehicle or combination
01-Corrective lenses